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About This Game

Combining 2D fighting game and visual novel, the BlazBlue series has been supported by many fighting game fans. The latest
installation, BlazBlue: Centralfiction, serves as the ending to the Azure Saga and reveals the truth that has ever been in mystery.

First time in this series, 「Naoto = Kurogane」 「Hibiki = Kohaku」 「Nine = the = Phantom」 and 「Izanami」 appear as playable
characters and three DLC characters from the console version --「Es」 from XBlaze series that shares the same worldview as

Blazblue, 「Mai Natsume」 from the BlazeBlue spinoff manga, Remix Heart, and 「Susano'o」, the true form of 「Yuki
Terumi」-- newly join to bring to a total of 35 playable characters!

Introduction of New Systems

[Overdrive]
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Each character can strengthen his/her unique ability for a specific period of time.

When [Overdrive] is triggered, the Overdrive icon changes into a purple gauge.

This gauge will decrease over time, and [Overdrive] will end when the gauge depletes.

[Overdrive] lasts longer if your character’s health is low. During activation, the round timer also stops.

After [Overdrive] has ended, the Overdrive icon will show a number counter. Overdrive can be used again when the
number reaches 10.

The number increases over time or damage taken, but during [Active Flow], it charges much faster.

[Exceed Accel]

A powerful attack that can be used during [Overdrive] state.

[Overdrive] state immediately ends upon usage.

When activated during [Active Flow], the damage and effects are significantly boosted.

[Active Flow]

Fighting aggressively and landing attacks, or using heat gauge etc. will trigger the [Active Flow] state.

Enhances the attack power and shortens the [Overdrive] cool time etc. to make fighting conditions more favorable.
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Bought this game expecting Co-op, got Team Deathmatch, disappointed.. I originally played the crap out of this on the switch.
Ended up getting a gaming pc and repurchased it for the graphics, man what a difference. Anyway this is one of my all time
favorite games. I normally play rpgs but it's so nice just getting on here and slaying for awhile for fun. Worth every penny imo I
have nothing bad to say. The fact they gave 170 characters their own animations and everything is amazing to me. Yeah some
are better than others but what can be expected.. This game is very poorly made.

The controls feel incredibly sluggish. Looking around feels "off," as if there's mouse acceleration, and movement is fairly
floaty. Passing through a doorway causes the game to grind to a halt for a second to load the next area - not necessarily a huge
issue, except once the loading is done, it eats your inputs. Every single time you pass into or out of an area, you find yourself not
moving anymore, you need to let go of W and press it again. Checking for your inputs after a loading screen is basic stuff, and
combined with the slow movement speed, it just eats away at one's nerves.

All of that could be forgiven if the puzzles were good. They're not. The very mechanics of the game are bad, to the point where
I don't actually know how you're intended to solve half of them (I managed to exploit almost all of them - we'll come back to
that). The game starts off with you placing and removing blocks to platform, basic stuff, but satisfying. Before the game does
anything interesting with a mechanic, about a fifth of the way into the game, the entire concept of placing blocks is completely
abandoned until the very end.

The majority of the game is spent using green "blocks." The gimmick here is that you can't actually interact with the blocks, but
turn any collection of your placed blocks into pipes. This is where the entire premise of the game falls apart - the pipes
themselves are subject to physics, making them completely unreliable. And the game expects you to rely on them. You need to
make pipe bridges and cross them, without them falling over, or bugging out and falling over, or without you sliding off. You
need to jump up pipe pillars without them toppling, or without them bugging out and toppling, or without you sliding off.
Making pipes and pushing them around is a major mechanic here (I think), but pushing them is a trial of misery. It's a physics-
based puzzle game where you have little control over the physics.

In one level, I made a seesaw with an L-shaped pillar at one end. It was perfectly balanced. Apparently the player has no weight,
so it was stuck. Until I pushed the pillar at the end, at which point that side sunk down. I was pushing the thing I was standing on
and moving it around. Because physics.

Towards the end of the game - I'd say the final fifth - you get the ability to place antigravity pipes, which are exactly the same,
but they go up. Quite frankly, this is the only point where the pipes came close to being enjoyable - the fact that you could use
them as elevators made them much easier to work with, and there were some good ideas involving using both sets of pipes. Ideas
that would have worked MUCH better if they were blocks, or if they had at least followed less realistic physics that followed
more predictable rules.

There's also another white blocks section thrown in the middle of the red pipe section, as if the developer suddenly remembered
they had them in the game. I believe there is only a single puzzle in the "green section" that had white blocks, and it only had a
single one. There's basically no puzzles in the game that actually take advantage of combining the white squares with the pipes -
presumably because they'd be too easy to exploit. This game is actually terrified of letting you "cheat" - you can't jump and
place a block under you, nor can you peek over the edge of a block to place a new block there. Abilities that are arguably as
standard as jumping, and the game restricts them. Which, like before, wouldn't be a problem if the solutions to the puzzles were
logical - but I don't have the slightest idea how you're "expected" to solve most of them. I ended up solving most of them by
cheesing them, sliding pipes into awkward positions and making tight jumps, often ignoring most of the space I was given to
work with.

Were those actually the intended solutions? Possibly. But while it can be liberating to solve a puzzle in a way the game didn't
intend for, it's not really gratifying when it doesn't feel like there was ever actually an intended solution. Ultimately, the real
crime here is that the game takes away player freedom to prevent players from breaking the game, yet the game is still easy to
break, so what was even the point?

And a minute to talk about the final "puzzle" (if you're willing to call it that). You have to build an elevator to go up a long
tunnel. So, naturally, the game gives you tons of antigravity blocks... and green blocks, and even white blocks. Why? Are they
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useful here? Am I missing something? So I made an elevator, and it immediately went topsy-turvy. I guess your player model
actually does have weight. I made an elevator with railings, and made it a bit higher before falling out... just before the elevator
passed through the ending trigger and disappeared, taking its precious blocks with it. By the way, the game has no save feature,
you need to exit to the menu and reload whenever something like that happens.

Brief mentions about bugs: aside from the physics being terrible and the loading being a pain, I've had pipes spontaneously jump
into the air upon placement for no reason, I've had the ability to construct pipes completely disappear and require a restart, I've
fallen through the world (and as far as I was willing to check, there's no killplane down there), and been able to grab blocks
through the phase fields when you're not supposed to. Also, if you press the mouse buttons during the credits, you can hear the
sound effects of your gun. (Speaking of which, the train in this game has the goofiest and least-fitting sound effect ever).

Oh, and the puzzles in the second and fourth-to-last screenshots don't seem to be in the game.

This perhaps became more of a rant than a review, but I was extremely disappointed by this game. I hate judging games by their
price, but there is absolutely no way this game is worth close to the $13 pricetag. It wasn't even worth the less-than-three hours it
took to complete.. I think that this fan sequel, while a bit weaker than the original, is still worth a buy. The ladder, wall, and
paint we all know make a comeback in this tragic fan sequel (as of course, the original studio has disbanded).

It makes up for the cancelled sequel Watch Paint Die for sure. Worth the $1. Make sure to pick up that hair dryer DLC for $5,
worth it for sure. Just purchased the game and am absolutey enthralled with the music, themes, and difficulty settings. Expect to
see my hours go up on this review. Basically, the music selection is really well done, ranging from soothing ambient music,
classical, pop, and working itself up to hard-rock and some heavy dubstep. You can choose the various themes designed for the
song or you can select an easier to digest standard theme that doens't have all the flashing and the like. (It's also really good for
practicing). Furthermore, you can change the tempo of the song and if you look at the screen shots you'll see 4k mode. That's
not the resolution but in fact a setting for your keyboard. 4K is four fingers, two to each side. 6K is six fingers and is signicantly
more difficult. Either way I digress. The game is absolutely fun and the DLC and is excellent as well. Hope this helps!. Crash
after crash ruins an otherwise decent game.. This small little "Capture the flag with hover tanks"-game is real fun!
Nice graphic, good arenas, a level-up-system with new weapons and tank improvements. For practice and offline play it also
includes bots.

For a small price this game is good to fill small time gaps.
Just try the demo.
. This is not an objectively "bad" game.

The major characters' portraits are drawn with care and individuality; I feel fairly confident to say, for example, not a single
portrait in RPG maker franchise history, present or future would remotely resemble The Hammer.

Some reviews dismisses this title because it is based on social justice agenda; to this I say maybe, but in no way detrimental to
the game. To cite the aforementioned The Hammer example again, she possesses attributes necessary for excellence in warfare,
and the game makes no attempt to portray her as "stunning" or "independent".

The combat is interesting because many stages introduce highly advantageous mechanisms unseen in prior battles, compelling
the player to integrate and adapt.
-----------------------------------------------------------------
And yet, I cannot recommend this title, for reasons below:
1. short: a single play-through isn't very long, as you can tell from play time of all other reviews.

2. no replay value: character statistical development is basically nonexistent (only standardized level ups for rank and file
soldiers), and the plot is linear. barring difficulty toggles, battle conditions will remain identical across playthroughs.

3. massive cliffhanger: compared to a traditional story plot line, this title, presumably the first in a series, ends before the
climax.
------------------------------------------------------------------
lastly, I wish to point out that the participiants in the making of this game number far more than the 3 people, and the Australian
government subsidized it.
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. Nice game and seams to have some more features compared to the Amiga or iPhone version.
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Art of any form is subjective, but there's no denying well a game is actually well-made, with quality elements to offer. While
one might not like a particular game, there's no denying (for those who aren't ignorant) when a game is genuinely well-crafted,
and this game is an example of such.

Visually, it's extremely high-fidelity and extremely detailed, with great lighting and outstanding detail. World and map design is
excellent. Gameplay is smooth, intutive, solid and extremely enjoyable, between the weapons themselves and ability to mix-and-
match weapons in right and left hand, as well as special ability and weapon drops. Weapons are creative and combat is actually
visceral for a top-down shooter. Last, but certainly not least ... gore! Copious amounts of (llama) gore.

I'm not actually a huge fan of top-down shooters, though I've played a fair amount in my time. By far, this is the one of the most
well-designed and excellent experiencces of any I've played. It just happens to be llamas.

There's a great contrast between the actually great dark atmosphere and incredible visuals that you would expect from, say, a
serious zombie game (which the dev should actually consider, because the environment is already there for it) and the fact that
you're slaughtering hordes of llamas. It's an excellent contrast.

The dev is also an extremely nice guy who I had the pleasure of speaking with in a stream, so congrats for making an overall
excellent game!. this game is a a game that runs like dog\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665but like is totally epic but the
girl isnt naked and i couldnt beet me 13 year old\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to it, level 12 is almost impossible and
lvl 14 is just one of the levels with a different background. my favourite part of the game is collecting sperm ells and jumping
on the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. the hardest enemy is the log that falls at 1km\/h and insta kills you. please add more
sperm ells i really like collecting their juices. I got x3 epic and x1 legendary recommended for new players i got x1 Poison
Bullfrog, x1 Rhythm of the Wyld x2 Sage of croaks.. Touted as one of the five Major Classic Roguelikes that started it all, 
XLarn is mind-bogglingly addicting even to this day. It is recognized as the first in the genre to have an above-ground hub and shop
area that forever changed the roguelike landscape. Now to be crystal-clear, XLarn is a heavily edited version of the original Larn
title, but thats often the case with games that originated decades ago.

I bought this title for historical purposes - never expecting to really play it because I assumed it would be too dated - and oh
boy, I was wrong. This is a heavy hitter, and easily still competes with the best modern roguelikes out there. There are
multiple layers of complexity and risk\/reward systems. First, there is a bank system where you invest your money in order to
get score as well as earn interest. That part gets tricky because the higher your score when you win, the characters proceeding
deal with forever harder situations - yeah, it's meta like that. Crazy.

The weird thing is, even with all the complexity packed in - it's super easy to wrap your head around and get playing.
Keyboard only, mouse optional. There is ample text to help you along. Just dive in.

No 'pros', no 'cons'. This is a piece of roguelike history. This is one of the pillars that the whole genre rests upon. Whether
you get it for historical purposes, or you get it to experience an awesome game - just play it at some point. You can download
the original for free, or pay a few bucks here on Steam for a version with some quality-of-life upgrades.. Made a video for
this "Game\/Experience" so that you don't have to buy it.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QJXD6jHhsEI

Stay Rad Everybody!
\/RadiCarl. its a good game
. Episode 2 far surpasses episode 1. If you didn't know these games are short point and click adventures. The stories aren't
anything to write home about, there's not really any sound effects, and while the music is nice it rarely pops up and is quickly
gone. So why do I recommend these games? For the massive amount of interactions you can do!

This episode takes the interactions of the first episode and cranks it up to 10! In these games your characters have various
actions they can do like talk to, take, look at, and more. You can do this with anything! By far the best command is give because
you can give anything to anything for unique responses. For example you can try to give a dog to a chicken for a unique
response, then try giving a chicken to a dog for another unique response. This episode gives you a ton of items you can find and
have fun trying them on all the different things throughout all the screens. Find an empty bottle, fill it with water, then try to
pour it on your naked chest in front of your similarly shirtless brother. Or my favorite, when you find your little sister you can
get her naked, then tie her up on the couch (which she loves) then tickle her and smack her butt. Not even kidding.
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If you enjoyed the first episode you are guaranteed to like this one even more!. The game has a good concept and graphics, but
the game play is repetitive and bland. There are also only an average of 5 - 10 people online at a time with no servers to speak
of. I would not recommend. Not the best of the nancy drew games but it's still a lot of fun. I'd give it a solid 7\/10
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